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Abstract

The present work reports on a novel needle type oxygen microsensor based on boron doped diamond (BDD) with tailored surface aiming in better electrochemical performance. The microelectrodes are produced by growing diamond films using HFCVD (Hot Filament Chemical Vapor Deposition) on top of electrochemically sharpened tungsten filaments. The diamond is functionalized using CF₄ RF-plasma post-treatments resulting in fluorine termination of the surface. The quantitative detection of the dissolved oxygen (DO) is demonstrated and supported with successful fitting to the theoretical values calculated for diffusion limited current on hemicylinder shape electrode. The developed MEs were calibrated and tested as probes for microamperometric mapping of dissolved oxygen in a Zn-Fe wire-electrode model galvanic couple immersed in 50 mM NaCl. Modified diamond MEs show a fast and stable response towards oxygen mapping, as well as stability for several days of measurements.
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1. Introduction

Dissolved oxygen is one of the prime oxidizing species involved in cellular metabolism as well as in microbiological and corrosion processes [1,2]. In corroding systems, oxygen plays a major role in many cathodic reactions and is a key factor influencing the corrosion potential of a specific material in E-pH diagrams [3]. This influence is best demonstrated when a differential aeration corrosion cell is formed as it often happens in crevices and when biofilms are present. In more common corrosion forms like aqueous and atmospheric corrosion the reduction of DO is the main cathodic process occurring in neutral and alkaline media, being less important at low pH [3]. Access to spatially resolved information on corrosion distribution and mechanisms can be made by localized scanning probe techniques like SECM (Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy) [4], SVET (Scanning Vibrating Electrode Technique) [5], SRET (Scanning Reference Electrode Technique) [6], micropotentiometry [7], microamperometry [8], etc. The degree of spatial resolution that these techniques provide has motivated their use in various microscopic studies e.g. on galvanic corrosion [9], pitting corrosion [10], examination of defective coatings [11], and “smart” coatings [12], effect of inhibitor addition [13], etc. Clark-type electrodes are the most commonly used oxygen sensors and their function is based on an integrated three-electrode cell insulated in glass [14]. Oxygen permeates through a Teflon or polyethylene membrane at the extremity of the electrode and is reduced at the Pt disk after diffusing through a KCl electrolyte. Introduced in 1953, the reliability of Clark type electrodes for oxygen sensing has even inspired miniaturized versions, although not at a true microscale [15]. Platinum and gold have been demonstrated as suitable alternatives in the form of recessed disk microelectrodes [16,17]. However, the reduction of other species in the potential range of oxygen reduction, electrode fouling in biological environments or surface deactivation after longer measurement periods, in the case of platinum, may interfere with the measurement and impose frequent cleaning and calibration procedures [17]. Boron doped CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition) polycrystalline diamond has been increasingly attracting the interest of electrochemists as material for electrodes thanks to its well documented electrochemical properties, which include wide electrochemical
potential window for water electrolysis, high-signal-to-noise ratio, high chemical stability and resistance to fouling [18,19]. Depending on the growth conditions, the microstructure of CVD diamond will present a variable sp²/sp³ carbon ratio, with the surface being normally hydrogen terminated under standard growth conditions. Previous studies by Fujishima and co-workers indicate that the reduction of DO on boron doped diamond electrodes relies on the amount of sp² carbon [20,21]. This is consistent with our previous report where boron doped nanocrystalline diamond microelectrodes (MEs) were used for Zn²⁺ and DO sensing, although the DO measurements were merely qualitative, i.e., no calibration curve nor quantification were determined [22].

One of the advantages of CVD diamond is the possibility of functionalization with various heteroatoms such as O, F, Cl, and others, based on relatively easy procedures [23,24]. By doing so it is possible to adjust the properties of this material for targeting specific analytes.

Plasma fluorination of diamond surfaces has been reported to allow further expansion of the already wide potential window of diamond for water electrolysis, although reducing the standard rate constant, \( k_0 \), for certain redox couples like \( \text{Eu}^{3+}/\text{Eu}^{2+} \), \( \text{Fe}^{3+}/\text{Fe}^{2+} \) and \( \text{Fe}[\text{CN}]_6^{3-}/\text{Fe}[\text{CN}]_6^{4-} \) [25]. Other effects include the removal of sp² carbon by CF₄ plasma [26]. Moreover the possibility of DO complexation by fluorocarbon compounds has been demonstrated unveiling their possible applicability in the solid state [27].

This work reports the fabrication and application of novel oxygen sensitive boron doped diamond microelectrodes modified by CF₄ plasma (F-BDD). After calibration with an optical commercial oxygen sensor device, the plasma modified MEs were used for microamperometric mapping of DO oxygen close to the surface of galvanically coupled Zn and Fe model wire-electrodes immersed in a corrosive electrolyte.

2. Experimental

Boron doped diamond (BDD) microelectrodes were fabricated by coating electrochemically sharpened tungsten filaments with a thin layer of BDD by HFCVD
(Hot Filament CVD) techniques. A 91.7% $\text{H}_2 + 4.6\% \text{CH}_4$ mixture was used for diamond film growth. The remaining 3.7% gas phase was provided by the doping source: a mixture of $\text{B}_2\text{O}_3$ dissolved in ethanol, dragged by Argon gas through a gas washing bottle containing the mixture and finally into the CVD chamber. Four tungsten filaments at 2300$^\circ$C provided activation of the gas species with a total chamber pressure of 50 mbar, while the substrate was kept at a constant temperature of 800$^\circ$C. After a growth period of 30 minutes, the methane and boron flow were stopped and the samples were exposed only to activated hydrogen during 30 minutes before cooling down the reactor, to ensure that all the diamond coated tips where H-terminated.

Afterwards the MEs were submitted to a CF$_4$ RF-plasma (EMITECH K1050X, Quorum Tech., UK) treatment for 5 minutes. In order to evaluate the effect of each plasma on surface modification, planar tungsten substrates (1x1 cm) were coated with equal diamond films as the ones on the MEs, because of limitations inherent to the characterization equipment. Hence, the surface of the planar diamond films was characterized by XPS (X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy) (Kratos AXIS Ultra HAS, UK) using a monochromatic Al K$\alpha$ X-ray source (1486.7 eV), before and after plasma modification. The binding energy of the C1s peak (285 eV) was used as reference and a charge correction of 0.9 eV was used for the unmodified sample.

The freshly assembled microelectrodes were calibrated by cyclic voltammetry (Ivium CompactStat potentiostat/galvanostat, Ivium, The Netherlands) with simultaneous comparison to response of an optical $\text{O}_2$ sensor (Hach HQ40d, US). A three electrode configuration with the BDD ME as working electrode, a Pt counter-electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode was used for electrochemical measurements. Both an as-grown BDD and a fluorinated BDD MEs were immersed simultaneously and polarized in turns at a scan rate of 100 mV/s, by shifting the electrical connection. The concentration of dissolved oxygen in a 50 mM NaCl solution was controlled by Argon bubbling and a calibration curve was elaborated based on the diffusion limited current of oxygen reduction at the potential of -1.3 V.

A model system consisting of Zn-Fe galvanically coupled wire-electrode cell filled with 50 mM NaCl solution was used to evaluate the applicability of the microelectrodes for localized mapping of the $\text{O}_2$ concentration near active corroding metallic surfaces.
Microamperometry measurements were performed with an IPA2 amplifier (Applicable Electronics Inc., USA) in the voltammetric/amperometric mode, using a 2 electrode arrangement, with a Ag/AgCl electrode as counter and reference electrode. 2D X-Y scans were carried out using a microstepping motor driver (USDIGITAL, USA) at a distance of 100 µm between the diamond ME and the surface. X-Z scans permitted obtaining the normal distribution of species above the electrodes. Maps were recorded at -1.3 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for detection of dissolved O₂.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Microelectrode surface characterization

The B-doped diamond MEs exhibited a sub-micrometer roughness (100 nm – 1µm) which allows a good compromise between grain size and minimization of sp² impurities, i.e., a microstructure that accounts for sensor miniaturization and high crystalline quality. The diamond layers exhibit uniform coverage of the tungsten tips as shown by scanning electron microscopy observation (Fig. 1). After being submitted to the CF₄ plasma treatment, no observable microstructural changes were noticeable (Fig. 1a-b). This observation is in a good agreement with the results of other authors, after such a short treatment time [28]. The varnish insulation layer covered the full body of the diamond coated tungsten wire with exception of the apex, left uncovered to work as the electroactive surface with ~20 µm extension (Fig. 1c).

In order to evaluate the effect of plasma on surface termination, the surface of the equivalent planar films was analyzed by XPS before and after the treatments. Before plasma treatment a very small O 1s peak is distinguishable most likely because the boron source (B₂O₃+Et) already contains oxygen (Fig. 1d). After being exposed to the CF₄ plasma, the F1s peaks became much more prominent (Fig. 1e).

The available data concerning the components of the C1s spectra for diamond films gives an indication of how the growth and surface treating conditions can lead to significant shifts of the binding energies for each surface group, although they are
narrowed to typical ranges [29]. Thus, the C1s core level for both films was
deconvoluted in order to tentatively identify the different bonding states of the surface
carbon atoms. Before fluorination (Fig. 1f) the diamond surface exhibited high intensity
bands at 285.0 and 285.4 eV, which were assigned to C-C (1) and C-Hx (2). Two other
bands with lower intensity were identified at 284.6 and 287.4 eV, possibly
corresponding to C=C (3) and C=O groups (4), respectively [29–31]. These four groups
were identified after fluorination as well, (Fig. 1g) with a slight downshift in their binding
energies. Four additional bands were identified, with probable correspondence to C-CF
at 285.6 eV (5) [32], C-F at 286.6 eV (6), C-F2 at 288.2 eV (7) and C-F3 at 292.2 (8) [32-
34].

3.2. Calibration of microelectrodes

The calibration procedure for the boron doped diamond MEs was performed at 21.7 °C
and 987 mbar with simultaneous amperometric and optical measurement (Fig. 2a). As-
grown and modified microelectrodes were immersed in NaCl 50 mM along with the
reference electrode, an optical sensor and the tip of an Argon line. The oxygen
concentration was decreased by stepwise Argon bubbling and voltammetry curves were
recorded in turns with each electrode, after the optical sensor showed a stable oxygen
concentration. Figs. 2b and 2c show the voltammetric curves of oxygen reduction on the
non-treated BDD microelectrode and on the fluorinated one, respectively, with a
plateau-like current response in the potential range from c.a. -1.2 to -1.6 V. Based on
the current values obtained at -1.3 V, calibration curves for both MEs were determined
(Fig. 3a-b). A poor linearity was observed for the non-treated ME with $R^2=0.969$ (Fig.
3a). In contrast, the F-BDD ME showed a strong linear correlation ($R^2=0.9988$) between
points and a sensitivity of the electrode of $0.1422 \pm 0.006$ nA per µm of dissolved
oxygen (Fig. 3b). The detection limit was determined to be 0.63 µM, which is in the
same order of previous reports using platinum microdisks [17].
The calibration curve for the F-BDD microelectrode was also fitted according to the
theoretical derivation for the diffusion limited quasi-steady state current observed at a
hemicylinder (Fig. 3c and Eq. (1)) [35], where $n$ is the number of transferred electrons, $F$
is the Faraday constant, \( A \) is the electrode area, \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient for oxygen (c.a. \( -2.20 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1} \) for pure water [36]), \( C \) is the analyte concentration, \( r \) is the electrode radius and \( t \) is the time of the forward voltammetric scan. Attempts were also made for the conical and prolate hemispheroidal shapes, but none of them fitted the experimental points in an adequate way.

\[
q_{\text{cylinder}} = \frac{2nFADC}{rln\left(\frac{4Dt}{r}\right)}
\]

3.3. Microamperometric mapping of dissolved oxygen

The obtained high correlation of the measurement results to the theoretical model confers applicability of the developed F-BDD microelectrode for quantitative detection of DO in aqueous electrolytes. However the microelectrode must also have a fast response time in order to be applicable for localized amperometric mapping. A model galvanic wire-electrode cell was created for localized electrochemical tests of the newly developed MEs. The main aim of these experiments is to demonstrate the applicability of the developed electrodes for localized corrosion studies. The Zn-Fe electrochemical cell is schematically depicted in Figure 4a. In this system, a strong current decrease is expected at the iron cathode due to oxygen reduction at the surface of this metal. A less intense current reduction may also be observable at the anode, caused by the existence of local cathodic regions on zinc originated from additional self-corrosion of this metal, although the manifestation of this activity will depend on the surface condition and immersion time. The maps of oxygen concentration were obtained amperometrically by scanning a 5x2 mm area at 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) above the galvanic cell surface. The scans were done with 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) point-to-point distance, in a continuous back and forth mode starting from the upper left corner of the rectangular area depicted in Fig. 4b. The scan rate was adjusted according to waiting time between each ME position, and current averaging time.
The fluorinated diamond ME were polarized at -1.3 V allowing to map the distribution of dissolved $O_2$ (Fig. 5a), showing a strong depletion of this gas above the cathodic region, and minor depletion above the zinc anode. Several MEs were tested, evidencing their reproducibility. A long term stability during several days of measurement was also observed as can be seen from comparison of maps obtained with a fresh electrode and one after 4 days of use (Fig. 5b).

Furthermore a comparison was made relatively to as-grown MEs with low non diamond carbon content. The results are depicted in Fig. 6. The CF$_4$-treated ME demonstrate fast response for DO mapping, with much lower averaging and waiting times per point, down to 0.01 s for both, with negligible distortion and difference in current intensity (Fig. 6a-c). Increasing the scan rate in the case of the non-fluorinated microprobes caused an obvious patterning effect due to signal delay as a result of lower responsiveness (higher response time) towards oxygen reduction (Fig 6d-e). Although a detailed study was not performed, the complexity of the corroding media with the presence of zinc ions, corrosion products and variable pH suggests that the operation of F-BDD microelectrodes remains unperturbed in environments where multiple species at different concentrations coexist.

Diamond electrodes have been reported to be insensitive to DO, in both alkaline and acid media. Any oxygen associated response has been assigned to the presence of sp$^2$ carbon material, especially in acid media, while being considered highly unfavorable at sp$^3$ bonded carbon [20]. The metastable growth of CVD diamond, within the graphite domain of stability, implicates that sp$^2$ bonded carbon will always be present, even in high purity polycrystalline diamond, in residual amounts. Thus, sp$^2$ carbon is possibly the main factor associated to the response of the hydrogen-terminated diamond microelectrodes here presented, particularly considering the poor linearity observed.

In the case of surface modification with CF$_4$ plasma, there is evidence pointing in another direction. The Raman spectra of a fluorinated microelectrode is depicted in Fig. 7. An intense diamond peak at 1336 cm$^{-1}$ is observable, along with a very weak contribution from trans-polyacetylene and from the D and G bands, confirming the high crystalline quality of the fluorinated diamond film. Moreover the complexation of DO by fluorinated hydrocarbons has been previously demonstrated. Buchachenko et al. [27]
have reported, by NMR measurements on polyfluoro organic compounds dissolved in ciclo hexane, that DO can be complexed in similar amounts by CF$_2$ and CF$_3$ groups, with negligible contribution from CH$_2$ and CH$_3$ groups, and also from double bonds. Hence, it is proposed that a similar effect may be observed in the solid state, at the fluorinated diamond surface, with the carbon-fluorine groups functioning as O$_2$ capturers. The formation of complexed O$_2$ at the F-BDD surface then creates favorable conditions for the molecule to be reduced by the ME. This mechanism is also favored by chemical stability of C-F bonds [37]. Although the current density tends to be lower by the action of surface fluorine groups, these offer a number of advantages. The wider range of water stability of fluorinated diamond ensures that oxygen reduction can occur without interference of hydrogen evolution [25], isolating the oxygen-due response; the intrinsically low background currents ensure higher detection limit, while the CF$_4$ plasma treatment *per se* reduces significantly the non-diamond carbon contributions, which are related to undesired adsorption effects, higher double-layer charging current and chemical instability [38].

Hence, upon undergoing fluorination treatment in CF$_4$ plasma, diamond surfaces were demonstrated to be responsive to DO. The fast response, low detection limit and long term stability exhibited by these sensors allows their application for localized measurements on corrosion systems where high oxygen concentration gradients are frequently observed, along with the presence of other ions and corrosion products. The possibility of gathering a localized oxygen distribution map in a few minutes is another important advantage. A future work will be presented reporting on the influence of specific ions on the response of the microelectrodes under operation in model corrosion systems.

4. Conclusions

The novel diamond based microelectrode for oxygen detection is reported. The fluorination of diamond-based microelectrodes by CF$_4$ plasma creates functional C-F
groups on the diamond surface that can lead to improvement of sensibility, limit of detection and response time for localized amperometric detection of DO in aqueous electrolyte solutions. Upon calibration with a commercial optical oxygen sensor it was possible to determine a sensitivity of the electrode of $0.1422 \pm 0.006$ nA with a detection limit of $0.63 \, \mu$M. By microamperometric tests with a model galvanic cell it was shown that fluorinated diamond MEs can provide detection of oxygen distribution, exhibiting fast response and long term stability, especially when higher scanning rates are used. The comparison between H-terminated diamond microelectrodes and fluorinated ones confirms that in the first case the responsiveness to DO is most likely associated to sp$^2$ carbon, due to the poor linearity of the calibration curve and slow response. Conversely, upon plasma fluorination of the diamond surface, the reduction in sp$^2$ carbon content corresponded to a strong linearity of the calibration curve, faster response and low detection limit, which provides evidence that the surface fluorine groups may work as complexating agents for DO. Hence, the newly developed diamond-based microelectrodes can represent a reliable option for challenging localized electrochemical measurements where common electrode solutions are not suitable.
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Fig. 1 – Boron doped diamond microelectrode for which the surface condition a) before and b) after plasma treatment are shown. The insulated microelectrode is shown in c). The XPS spectra for identification of the surface groups on the diamond films is presented for d, f) as-grown diamond and e, g) fluorinated diamond.
Fig. 2 – Voltammetry for diamond microelectrode calibration. a) Experimental setup for dissolved oxygen calibration with the measurements were taken in NaCl 50mM for normal oxygen saturation and for successively lower concentrations established by Argon bubbling through the solution; b) and c) Polarization curves taken at 100 mV/s with different oxygen concentrations from 0 to 273.75 µM, at 21.7 °C and 1001 mbar for an as-grown and a F-BDD microelectrode, respectively.

\[ y = 0.1619x + 0.8842 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.9988 \]
Fig. 3 - Calibration curves for both electrode types showing a) weak linearity for the as-grown BDD ME ($R^2 = 0.969$) and b) stronger correlation between points through the whole concentration range for the F-BDD ME ($R^2 = 0.9967$). In c) the calibration curve of the F-BDD ME is reasonably matched by equating the quasi-steady state current of a hemicylinder microelectrode geometry.
Fig. 4 - Experimental setup for the microamperometric measurements. (a) Zn-Fe galvanic couple immersed in 50 mM NaCl for dissolved oxygen detection, with indication of the reactions associated to galvanic corrosion (b) Schematics of the measurements performed.
Fig. 5 - Dissolved oxygen distribution map recorded at -1.3 V with a) a fresh diamond ME modified by CF₄ plasma; b) after 4 days of measurement.
Fig. 6 - Dissolved oxygen concentration maps recorded with a diamond ME treated with CF$_4$ plasma and an as-grown ME, polarized at -1.3 and -0.9 V, respectively, with varying averaging-waiting times.
Fig. 7 – Raman spectra of as-grown (black line) and F-BDD (red line) MEs, showing a negligible sp² carbon content in the latter case.